
 

Background 

The Mahabharata has been handed down orally from generation to generation, and its stories are 

still told today. Indian writer and translator R. K. Narayan describes the typical village storyteller 

beginning an evening session: “ . . . the storyteller will dress himself for the part by smearing sacred 

ash on his forehead and wrapping himself in a green shawl, while his helpers set up a framed 

picture of some god on a pedestal in the veranda, decorate it with jasmine garlands, and light 

incense to it. . . . He begins the session with a prayer, prolonging it until the others join and the 

valleys echo with the chants, drowning the cry of jackals.” 

Sibi 

There is a half-moon in the sky today which will disappear shortly after midnight, said the storyteller. 

I’ll select a tale which will end before the moon sets, so that you may all go home when there is still 

a little light. 

The tale concerns a king and two birds. The king was Sibi, who had just performed a holy sacrifice 

on the banks of the Jumna.1 The guests were resting in the tree shade after partaking of a feast. The 

air was charged with the scent of flowers and incense. Sibi went round to make sure that everyone 

was comfortable. A cool breeze blew from the south, patches of clouds mitigated the severity of the 

sun in the blue sky, the embers of the holy fire subsided into a soft glow under the ash. 

The king, satisfied that all his guests were happy, dismissed his attendants and proceeded to his 

own corner of the camp to rest under a canopy. He had closed his eyes, half in sleep and half in 

prayer, when he felt a gust of air hitting him in the face and some object suddenly dropping on his 

lap. He awoke and noticed a dove, white and soft, nestling in his lap. Its feathers were ruffled in 

terror and its eyes were shut. It looked so limp that he thought it was dead, but then he noticed a 

slight flutter of breath. He sat still in order not to frighten away the bird, and looked about for a 

servant. 

Just then a hawk whirled down in pursuit, and perched itself on a low branch of the tree beside the 

canopy. The hawk exclaimed, “Ah, at last! What a game of hide and seek!” 

“What do you want?” asked the king. 

“I am addressing myself to that creature on your lap! Never been so much tricked in my life! If every 

mouthful of food has to be got after such a trial, a nice outlook indeed for the so-called king of birds! 

As one king to another, let me tell you, the dove nestling in your lap is mine. Throw it back to me.” 

The king thought over the statement of the hawk and said, “I am indeed honored by a visit from the 

king of birds, although I had thought till now that the eagle was the king!” 
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“I am a hawk, not a kite.2 Know you that the hawk belongs to the kingly race while the kite is a mere 

caricature of our family, pursuing a career of deception by seeming no bigger than its victim and 

then attacking it. How often one mistakes a kite for a dove!” 

Sibi wanted to divert the attention of the hawk from the subject of the dove and so said, “The kite 

also goes out of sight when it flies, so don’t be offended if we land-bound creatures imagine that the 

kite floats in the same heaven as the hawk.” 

The hawk sharpened his beak on the tree-trunk and lifted one leg to display his talons and said, “I’m 

sorry to see the mistakes you human beings make. The kite no doubt flies—but not beyond the back 

of the lowest cloud. And you think that it sports in the heavens itself! The only common element 

between us is that we both have pointed, curved beaks, that’s all; but the kite has a taste for 

helpless little creatures such as mice and sparrows—creatures which we would not care to notice.” 

The king realized that the subject was once more drifting towards food and diverted the hawk’s 

attention again by saying, “The general notion is that the eagle is the king of birds.” 

The hawk chuckled cynically. “Ignorant mankind! How the eagle came to be so much respected, I 

shall never understand; what is there to commend the eagle? Its wingspread? You people are too 

easily carried away by appearances! Do you know that the hawk can fly just as high as the eagle? 

And yet you have no regard for us!” 

Sibi said, “You can’t blame us, we take things as they seem from here! I now know better.” 

The hawk looked pleased at this concession and said, “Have you ever seen a mountain eagle walk 

on the ground? Is there anything more grotesque? Don’t you agree that the first requirement for 

kingliness would be grace of movement? Only we hawks have it.” 

“True, true,” said the king. “When I move from my bed to the bathroom, even if alone at night, I catch 

myself strutting along as in a parade, I suppose!” The king laughed, to entertain the hawk; he 

thought it might please the bird to be treated as a fellow king. The hawk looked pleased, and the 

king hoped that it would take itself off after these pleasantries. 

The dove slightly stirred on his lap, and he hastened to draw over it his silk scarf. The hawk noticed 

this and bluntly said, “King, what is the use of your covering the dove? I will not forget that my food, 

which I have earned by honest chase, is there, unfairly held by you.” 

The king said, “This bird has come to me for asylum; it is my duty to protect it.” 

“I may brave your sword and swoop on my prey, and if I die in the attempt the spirits of my 

ancestors will bless me. We have known no fear for one thousand generations, what should we fear 

when the back of our prime ancestor serves as the vehicle of the great god Vishnu?”3  

Again the king was on the point of correcting him, that it was a golden eagle that Vishnu rode, not a 

hawk, but he checked himself. 

The bird emphasized his own status again. “You who are reputed to be wise, O king, don’t confuse 

me with the carrion4 birds wheeling over your head. I know where I stand,” said the bird, preening its 

feathers. 
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The king felt it was time to say something agreeable himself, secretly worrying that he was reaching 

the limits of his wit. The dove nestled within the silk scarf. There was an uneasy pause while the 

king dreaded what might be coming next. 

The hawk suddenly said, “All the world speaks of you as one who has the finest discrimination 

between right and wrong. And so you have a serious responsibility at this moment. You must not do 

anything that goes contrary to your reputation. Remember, I am in the agonies of hunger, and you 

refuse me my legitimate diet. By your act you cause me suffering, you injure me every second that 

you keep your hold on that parcel of meat. You have attained immeasurable spiritual merit by your 

deeds of perfection; now this single selfish act of yours will drain away all your merit and you will 

probably go to hell.” 

“O infinitely wise bird, does it seem to you that I am holding this dove out of selfishness so that I 

may eat it myself?” 

“I am not so simple-minded,” said the bird haughtily. “By selfish I meant that you were thinking of 

your own feelings, totally ignoring my viewpoint.” 

“When I recollect the terror in its eye as it fell on my lap, I feel nothing ever matters except affording 

it protection.” 

“O prince among princes, food is life, out of food all things exist and stir. Between life and death 

stands what? Food! I am faint with hunger. If you deny me my food any longer I may die. In a cranny 

of yonder rock my wife has hatched four eggs, the little ones are guarded by their mother, and all of 

them await my return home. If I die here of hunger, they will keep peeping out for my return home 

until they perish of the same hunger. And the sin of ending six lives will be on you. O maharaja,5 

consider well whether you want to save one doubtful life, which is probably half gone already, or six 

lives. Let not the performance of what seems to you a rightful act conflict with bigger issues. You 

know all this, king, but choose to ignore the issues. And all this talking only fatigues me and takes 

me nearer to death. So please spare me further argument.” 

Sibi said, “I notice that you are an extraordinary bird. You talk wisely, knowledgeably; there is 

nothing that you do not know. Your mind journeys with ease at subtle heights of thought. But, bird, 

tell me, how is it that you fail to notice the sheer duty I owe a creature that cries for protection? As a 

king is it not my duty?” 

“I am only asking for food; food is to life what oil is to a lamp.” 

“Very well. You see all these people lying around, they have all rested after a feast in which nothing 

was lacking to satisfy the sixfold demands of the palate. Tell me what you want, and I will spread a 

feast before you in no time.” 

“King, the nature of food differs with different creatures. What you call a feast seems to me just so 

much trash. We observe from our heights all the activity that goes on in your royal kitchen and ever 

wonder why you take all that trouble with spice, salt, and fire to ruin the taste of God-given stuff. 

King, I do not want to speak at length. I am famished and I feel my eyes dimming. Have 

consideration for me too.” 

“If it is flesh you want, I will ask them to get it for you.” 
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The hawk gave an ironical laugh at this. “See where all this leads you! How are you going to get 

flesh without killing something else? When you interfere with what God has ordained, you 

complicate everything.” 

“What is God’s plan, actually? Please enlighten me.” 

“The dove is intended for me; God has no other purpose in creating it and letting it multiply so 

profusely. Are you not aware of the ancient saying that hawks eat doves?” 

The king thought it over and said, “If you spare this dove, I’ll guarantee you food every day in my 

palace all your life.” 

“I have already told you, my lord, that your food is inedible. Your assurance of daily feeding does not 

appeal to me. I hunt for food when I want it. I do not see why I should bother about tomorrow. 

Hoarding for generations ahead is a human failing, a practice unknown to us. I repeat the ancient 

saying that hawks eat doves.” 

The king brooded over the words of the hawk for a moment. “Ask for anything, except this little bird 

on my lap. I won’t give it up, whichever way you may argue.” 

The hawk tilted its head, rolled its eyes, and said, “So be it. I will ask for the next best thing. I want 

warm flesh, with warm blood dripping, equal in weight to the dove. We are used to eating only fresh 

meat, we are not carrion birds, let me remind you. You will have to cut it out of your own body, as I 

know you will not choose to kill another creature for it.” 

The king brooded over this. “Yes, but I must consider which part of my body will yield the flesh you 

want without destroying my life. Give me a little time. Bear your hunger for a moment.” And he 

added, “A ruler has no liberty to die. Many depend on him.” 

“In the same way as my family,” said the hawk. 

The king beckoned to an attendant. “Bring a pair of weighing scales.” 

The attendant was nonplussed. “Your Majesty, how can we find one here, in this remote place?” 

The king repeated, “I want a pair of scales for accurate weighing.” 

“May I send a messenger to fetch one from the city?” 

“How long will he take?” asked the king. 

The courtier made a swift reckoning and declared, “If he rides a galloping horse, he should be back 

tomorrow at dawn.” 

The king looked at the hawk, who already seemed to droop. He did not want to hear again about his 

family on the mountain. It was also time to clear up all this situation and feed the refugee on his lap. 

He said to the courtier, “Construct a balance immediately with whatever is available here. I’ll give 

you ten minutes!” 



“Whoever fails will have his head cut off, I suppose?” sneered the hawk. “That would be truly 

kinglike, but let me tell you straight away that I am not interested in a cut-off head.” 

“You shall have my flesh and nothing less,” said the king. 

They bustled about. By now the whole camp was astir, watching this incredible duel between the 

king and the hawk. They managed to dangle a beam from the branch of a tree. Suspended from 

either end was a plate from the kitchen; a pointer, also improvised, marked the dead center of the 

beam. 

The king looked at the hawk and said, “This is the best we can manage.” 

“I understand. A little fluctuation should not matter in the least. Only I do not want you to lose more 

flesh than is necessary to balance the dove.” 

The king did not let the bird finish his sentence, but rose, bearing the dove in his hand. He walked 

up to the crude scales in order to test them. He addressed the hawk, “Will you step nearer?” 

“I can watch quite well from here. Also I can trust you.” 

The king placed the dove on the right-hand side of the scale pan, which immediately went down, 

making the king wonder how a little bird which had lain so lightly on his lap could weigh down the 

balance in this manner. 

He wasted no further time in speculation. He sat on the ground, stretched out his leg, and after a 

brief prayer, incised his thigh with a sharp knife. The courtiers and guests assembled groaned at the 

sight of the blood. The king gritted his teeth and tore out a handful of flesh and dropped it on the 

scale. 

The pan became bloodstained but the pointer did not move. Someone cursed the dove, “It has the 

weight of an abandoned corpse. It looks dead, see if it is dead.” 

Another added, “Just pick it up and fling it to that hawk and be done with it, the miserable creature.” 

The king was too faint to talk; he gestured to them to stop commenting. He had now only the skin on 

his right thigh. Still the scales were unbalanced. The king went on to scoop the flesh from his other 

leg; the pointer was still down. 

People averted their eyes from the gory spectacle. The hawk watched him critically. 

“O hawk, take all that meat and begone!” they said. 

“I have been promised the exact equal weight of the dove,” insisted the hawk, at which all those 

assembled cursed the hawk and drew their swords. The king was faint with pain now, but mustered 

the last ounce of his strength to command his followers to keep away. 

He beckoned to his chief minister to come nearer. “One has no right to end one’s life, but this is 

unforeseen. Even if this means hell to me, I have to face it,” he said. Everyone looked at the dove 

with distaste. “My brother shall be the regent6 till the prince comes of age.” 
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With this he struggled onto his feet and stepped on the flesh-filled pan. At once the other pan went 

up and equalized. 

The hawk now flitted nearer and said, “This is more than a mouthful for me and my family. How am I 

to carry you to the mountain?” 

The king mumbled feebly, “I did not think of that problem,” and added, “You wouldn’t have been able 

to lift the dove either! So bring your family here.” 

The hawk flapped its wings and rose in the air and swooped down as if to peck at the king’s flesh. 

People shut their eyes, unable to bear the spectacle. But presently they heard divine instruments 

filling the skies with music. The hawk was gone, but in its place they found Indra,7 the god with the 

dazzling crown, armed with the diamond spear, seizing Sibi’s hand and helping him down off the 

weighing scales. A flame rose where the dove had lain, and from the heart of it emerged the God of 

Fire. 

They said, “O king, we put you to a severe test. We challenged your integrity; and we happily accept 

defeat. You are indeed blessed, and as long as human beings recollect your tale, they will partake 

of the spiritual merit that you have yourself acquired”—and vanished. The king recovered his energy 

in a moment, while the pieces of flesh in the scale pan turned to fragrant flowers. 

Critical Reading 

1. Respond: Do you think that Sibi was foolish to keep his promise to the dove regrdless of the 
consequences? Why or why not? 

2. (a) Recall: Explain the duties of Sibi and the hawk. (b) Analyze: How do their duties conflict? 

3. (a) Recall: How does Sibi first attempt to resolve his conflict with the hawk? (b) Infer: What 
does this strategy reveal about his attitude toward the painful sacrifice he later undertakes? 

4. (a) Recall: What arrangement finally satisfies the hawk’s demand for food? (b) Analyze: Why 
do you think the king agrees to this plan? 

5. (a) Recall: What happens after Sibi steps onto the scale? (b) Interpret: What is the meaning 
of this event? 

6. (a) Interpret: What values do Sibi’s actions demonstrate? (b) Infer: What do these values 
suggest about the purpose of this story? 

7. Apply: How does the importance that ancient Indians placed on keeping one’s word compare 
with attitudes toward honesty and duty in the modern world? Explain. 
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